INTELLECTUAL AND ARTISTIC THRILL IN BALLET RUSSE

Nijinsky, Greatest Male Dancer of Modern Times, and Lydia Lopokova, Rival of Pavlova, With Company of Two Scores, Will Entertain Here.

Dancers Are Famous

The coming of Serge Diaghilev's Ballets Russes to Portland for three performances on January 12 and 13, under the direction of Nijinsky and Coman, with Nijinsky, greatest male dancer of modern times, and Lydia Lopokova, rival to Pavlova, and 29 other celebrated artists, means that Portland is to have, what has been acclaimed the foremost intellectual and artistic event that Paris, Berlin, London and New York has had from the exponents of this unique art. The beauty and grace of the dancers, the sprendor and piementation, weird in its fanciful, combinational and pantomimic in the glory or in the movement. In the new Ballet, most daring of artists, has created in his colorful importance and the best of the great music composed modern and contemporary, has been borrowed. In addition, legendary art and historical legend have been used for the animated story, which the Ballet of Life will tell.

In Portland, the famous Ballet Company, an organization of the most famous Russian dancers available, assembled by a Russian nobleman, St. Diaghilev. For more than 20 years, the famous ballet company has been at the center of the art world, and its performances have always been highly praised. The company has performed in Paris, Berlin, London and Petrograd with their magnificent performances and dancing, and many audiences have never seen such a performance. For years, the company has traveled extensively, performing in various cities across Europe and America. Their performances have always been highly praised, and their dancers have become famous for their talent and skill.

The Nijinsky, greatest male dancer of modern times, has been a part of the Ballet Company for many years. His talent and skill have been widely recognized, and he has been praised for his ability to bring emotion and intensity to his performances. His partner, Lydia Lopokova, is also a celebrated dancer, and she has been praised for her beauty and grace.

The Ballet Company is known for its use of legend and historical elements in its performances. The company has performed many stories, from ancient myths to historical events, and has used these elements to create an emotional and dramatic impact on the audience.

The Ballet Company's productions are held to the highest standards, and the company's artistic integrity has been praised. The Ballet Company is known for its commitment to excellence, and its dancers are highly trained and skilled.

The Ballet Company's performances are always highly anticipated, and tickets for their performances are often sold out. The company's talent and skill have made it one of the most popular and respected ballet companies in the world.